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The application of gate voltages in heavy metal/ferromagnet/oxide multilayer stacks has been identified
as one possible candidate to manipulate their anisotropy at will. However, this method has proven to show
a wide variety of behaviors in terms of reversibility, depending on the nature of the metal/oxide interface
and its degree of oxidation. In order to shed light on the microscopic mechanism governing the complex
magneto-ionic behavior in Ta/CoFeB/HfO2, we perform ab initio simulations on various setups comprising Fe/O
and Fe/HfO2 interfaces with different oxygen atom interfacial geometries. After the determination of the more
stable interfacial configurations, we calculate the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy on the different unit cell
configurations and formulate a possible mechanism that well describes the recent experimental observations in
Ta/CoFeB/HfO2.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.107.174413

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing demand for memory storage in the
modern information technology (IT) industry has made the
need for new energy efficient storage alternatives all the more
important. Voltage control of magnetic anisotropy (VCMA)
[1] has gained scientific interest as one of the prime candidates
to develop ultralow-energy memory storage devices [2–5] and
is usually studied in two different variants: The first one aims
at modifying the magnetic properties of thin films by pure
charge accumulation/depletion effects induced by voltage
application [4,6–8]. The second variant makes use of voltage-
induced ionic motion in heavy metal (HM)/ferromagnet
(FM)/oxide (Ox) thin film multilayers to carefully tune the
oxygen/ferromagnet chemical and electrostatic interaction,
enabling the control of magnetic anisotropy [3,9,10]. The
main advantage of ionic manipulation in comparison to pure
charge accumulation/depletion techniques is the nonvolatility
of the magnetization switching, while the trade-off is a more
complex reversibility mechanism combining ion mobility and
chemical composition at the FM/Ox interface.
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The work of Fassatoui et al. [11] clearly shows how the
application of gate voltages causes a reversible magnetization
switching in Pt/Co/AlOx as well as in Pt/Co/TbOx. At the
same time, applying a gate voltage in Pt/Co/MgOx has the
effect of irreversibly pushing the anisotropy easy axis out
of plane. This discrepancy has been attributed to the result
of the different character of the ionic mobility of the ox-
ides: TbOx and AlOx have the common property of being
oxides with a predominantly oxygen-based ionic mobility
[11,12], while MgOx is known to have Mg as the princi-
pal ionic carrier under the application of gate voltages [13].
CoFeB/oxide multilayer structures are of great technologi-
cal interest as they have shown promise for the design of
nonvolatile, high-density memory storage devices owing to
their high tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR), low damp-
ing, and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) [14–16].
A recent work from Pachat et al. [17] highlighted a more
complex magneto-ionic behavior in Ta/CoFeB/HfO2 mul-
tilayers. The application of a gate voltage to the as-grown
material with in-plane anisotropy (IPA) initially causes a
nonvolatile, irreversible spin-reorientation transition (SRT)
to a perpendicular anisotropy state (PMA). Further appli-
cation of the gate voltage causes the transition to a fully
reversible regime. This two-step process is in contrast with
the picture presented in Ref. [11] because ionic mobility in
HfO2 is attributed to oxygen [18]. To formulate a hypothe-
sis on the mechanism governing these different reversibility
behaviors in Ta/CoFeB/HfO2, we perform ab initio simu-
lations using density functional theory (DFT) to determine
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the different interfacial configurations. Unit
cells (I) and (II) represent Fe/O interfaces while unit cells (III) and
(IV) represent the Fe/HfO2 interfaces.

the structural and magnetic properties of two FM/oxide
interfaces.

The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we pro-
vide the computational details of our simulations and a brief
overview of the theoretical framework used to describe the
magnetic anisotropy in FM/oxide interfaces. In Sec. III, we

analyze the structural properties of two different FM/oxide
interfaces, displaying either interstitial or frontal oxygen po-
sitioning [see Figs. 1 and 3(c)]. After having determined the
optimal oxygen configurations of these setups, we compute
the magnetic anisotropy energy of the Fe/HfO2 unit cells.
We also explore the role of ionic mobility in determining
the magnetic anisotropy properties of Fe/HfO2 interfaces and
highlight how the energy costs involved in ionic mobility
are different depending on the site occupied. In Sec. IV, we
discuss the results and compare them to the experimental data
[17] and theoretical predictions [7,19] in order to formulate
a hypothesis for the appearance of different magneto-ionic
regimes in CoFeB/HfO2 multilayers. Finally, in Sec. V, we
provide a summary of the findings and outline possible sys-
tems to analyze to further probe our hypothesis.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Structural relaxations

We perform structural relaxation using density functional
theory and applying the full-potential linearized augmented
plane-wave (FLAPW) method [20], as implemented in the
FLEUR code [21]. In particular, we rely on the generalized
gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation poten-
tial, as implemented by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional [22]. Since the simulation of amorphous systems

FIG. 2. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MCAE) comparison of the pure Fe/HfO2 interface [structures (III) and (IV)]. The θ angle
of the spin quantization axis (SQA) from Eq. (2) is shown in the inset of (a). (a), (b) MCAE for the ground state of the Fe/HfO2 unit cell
with a frontal O-Fe distance of (a) �z(O-Fe) = 5.76aB (equilibrium) and (b) �z(O-Fe) = 3.76aB (shifted). �z(O-Fe) represents the interplanar
distance of the interstitial oxygen species from the Fe surface (marked with the dashed line). (c) Fe/HfO2 unit cell with frontal oxygen
positioning. (d), (e) Ground state of the Fe/HfO2 unit cell with interstitial interplanar O-Fe distance of (d) �z(O-Fe) = 5.34aB (equilibrium) and
(e) �z(O-Fe) = 3.34aB (shifted). (f) Fe/HfO2 unit cell with interstitial oxygen positioning. K1 represents the value of the MCAE and is given by
E (θ = 0) − E (θ = π/2).
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FIG. 3. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MCAE) [θ from Eq. (2)] in the Fe/HfO2 setup shown with a shifted oxygen species at the
interface. (a) MCAE of the mixed surface in its ground state. (b) MCAE of the mixed surface with a frontal O-Fe distance of 5.78aB. (c) Side
view of the Fe/HfO2 unit cell with the mixed setup. �z(O-Fe)1 and �z(O-Fe)2 denote the interplanar distance of the frontal and interstitial oxygen
species from the Fe surface, respectively (marked with the dashed line).

such as CoFeB is extremely challenging for ab initio methods,
we reduced the ferromagnetic component of the system to the
Fe atoms only. This approximation is justified on the basis
of the composition of the Co20Fe60B20/HfO2 stacks studied
in the literature, which are iron rich [17]. Furthermore, this
approximation for CoFeB in ab initio simulations is com-
monly used in the literature [23]. We designed five different
unit cells comprising an Fe/O interface [structures (I) and
(II) in Fig. 1] composed of five magnetic layers (MLs) of
Fe sandwiched between two monoatomic layers of oxygen
on each side, an Fe/HfO2 system [structures (III) and (IV) in
Fig. 1] composed of 5 MLs of Fe atoms sandwiched between
2 MLs of HfO2 on each side. Finally, to account for oxygen
coming from the atmospheric interaction with the sample,
we designed an Fe/HfO2 system displaying both frontal and
interstitial oxygen atoms [24]. This system is composed of
5 MLs of Fe atoms sandwiched between 2 MLs of HfO2 on
each side with an additional O layer located in the interstitial
site of two Fe atoms [Fig. 3(c)]. We refer to this kind of
system as “mixed interface” throughout this paper. The in-
plane lattice constant of the system is fixed to the value of
body-centered-cubic (bcc) Fe, i.e., aFe = 2.87 Å. To perform
structural relaxation, we selected a cutoff value for the plane-
wave basis of Kmax = 4.5a−1

B . We select the following values
for the muffin-tin sphere radius of the atoms, RMT(Fe) =
2.18aB, RMT(Hf) = 2.54aB, RMT(O) = 1.19aB, and a k-point
mesh of dimensions 10 × 10 × 1. These parameters allow us
to obtain self-consistent energies converged to at least 0.009
eV/atom. To determine the optimal interfacial configurations
of oxygen atoms, structural relaxation is performed until the
forces are smaller than 0.01 eV/Å.

B. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MCAE)

The ab initio calculation of the MCAE [25] is performed
according to the following procedure [6,24,26]: After hav-
ing determined the more stable interfacial geometries via
the structural relaxation as outlined in Sec. II A, spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) is treated in the second variation [27] in
the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and the MCAE is computed by

comparing the sums of one-electron energies via the mag-
netic force theorem [28,29]. This method is widely used
and has been validated for transition metal interfaces [30].
The measurement of magnetocrystalline anisotropy requires
an increased precision compared to structural relaxation: We
therefore increase the size of the k-point mesh to 22 × 22 × 1.
Both with and without spin-orbit coupling, the plane-wave
cutoff is kept at Kmax = 4.5a−1

B . With these parameters, we
are able to obtain self-consistent energies converged to at least
0.01 meV/atom.1 We remark how this contribution to the
total magnetic anisotropy of the system is solely due to SOC
and therefore neglects the contributions coming from dipole-
dipole interactions (i.e., shape anisotropy effects). We neglect
these terms in our discussion as the SOC in the presented
system is lower than what can be found in actual multilayers
(we do not add a heavy metal layer at the bottom of our unit
cell) and their inclusion could unnecessarily hide the effects
of oxygen on the anisotropy of the system.

C. Theoretical background

The origins of oxygen-enabled anisotropy manipulation
in FM/oxide interfaces have been discussed extensively in
the literature [19,24]. The underlying theoretical frameworks
have been developed by Bruno [33] and van der Laan [34],
which successfully linked a finite anisotropy in the orbital
magnetic moment to an anisotropy contribution in the total
energy in the presence of spin-orbit coupling. These theoreti-
cal frameworks predict a heavy dependence of the anisotropy
energy on the exact shape and hybridization of the 3d orbitals.
In this framework, oxygen atoms, when posed at a specific

1Some of the presented results, especially concerning equilibrium
geometries, were benchmarked with the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP) [31,32]. The used simulation parameters were an
energy cutoff of 500 eV and a kmesh size 11 × 11 × 1. The total
energy convergence threshold was set to 10−6 eV and the structural
relaxation convergence was set to a maximum force on each atom
lower than 0.02 eV/Å.
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distance, can have dramatic effects in the disruption of the oth-
erwise almost isotropic magnetic moment distribution of the
3d orbitals of transition metal ferromagnets [24]. In particular,
the 3d electrons of Fe tend to hybridize very effectively with
the oxygen 2pz orbitals. Therefore, depending on the relative
position of Fe and O, the orbital character of the majority 3d
orbitals will change. If, for instance, we imagine an oxygen
atom sitting on top of an Fe atom, the atomic orbitals that
are more likely to hybridize have an out-of-plane (OOP) char-
acter [35] {3dz2 , 3dxz, 3dyz}. This results in a larger portion
of occupied atomic orbitals with an in-plane character, i.e.,
{3dx2−y2 , 3dxy} orbitals. The orbital moment of the Fe atom
will therefore point OOP and the anisotropy easy axis will
follow it [24] according to the approximate analytic relation
[33,34]

�ESO = ξSO
�μ

4μB
, (1)

where �ESO represents the anisotropy energy, �μ the orbital
moment anisotropy, and ξSO the material-dependent spin-orbit
coupling constant. We emphasize how this is an approximate
relation that reproduces the results semiquantitatively but cor-
rectly reproduces the sign of the MCAE [36]. On the other
hand, if the oxygen atom is located in the same plane as
the Fe atom, hybridization is going to involve orbitals with
in-plane (IP) character {3dx2−y2 , 3dxy}. Fe atoms now retain
a larger proportion of 3d orbitals with {3dz2 , 3dxz, 3dyz} or-
bital character which reverses the trend and shifts the orbital
moment and the anisotropy easy axis in plane. Despite the
thinness of the FM layers, one should always consider that
the contributions to magnetic anisotropy are not limited to
the first layer, but in fact often involve the second layer and
possibly beyond [as in the case of Fe/MgO magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJs) [6]]. In addition, the appearance of magnetic
anisotropy is still constrained by the symmetries of the crystal
field that is coupled to the spin of the electrons via SOC.
This implies that different lattice geometries have different
angular dependencies of the anisotropy energy [33]. Layered
systems with a cubic structure simple cubic (sc), fcc, or bcc
and interfaces in the (001) direction (i.e., the ones we are
concerned with) are predicted to have the uniaxial relation

�ESO = K0 + K1 sin2 θ, (2)

where θ is the spin quantization axis angle with respect
to the ẑ axis and K0, K1 represent material-dependent con-
stants of anisotropy. An in-plane magnetic anisotropy (IPA)
corresponds to the minimum of �ESO for θ = π

2 , while per-
pendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) corresponds to the
minimum of �ESO for θ = 0. This is the fitting function that
we are going to use in all our MCAE calculations presented in
Sec. III. We define our convention for MCAE as follows:

MCAE = �ESO = E (θ = 0) − E (θ = π/2). (3)

III. RESULTS

A. Pure interfaces

As a first step, we perform structural relaxation on four
different unit cells where we suppose that no interaction with
atmospheric oxygen has taken effect (we refer to these as

TABLE I. Total energy difference between the relaxed structures
of Fig. 1.

E(II) − E(I) E(III) − E(IV)

6.4 eV/cell 2.1 eV/cell

“pure interfaces”). Comparing Fig. 1 and Table I , we can
observe how the optimal oxygen configurations change de-
pending on the system considered: A pure Fe/O interface
[structures (I) and (II) of Fig. 1] favors oxygen atoms to
be located in the interstitial site with respect to Fe atoms.
This preference appears to be reverted in the case of HfO2,
where a frontal, i.e., top positioning of oxygen atoms with

FIG. 4. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MCAE) as a
function of the frontal and interstitial oxygen atom interplanar dis-
tances as depicted in Fig. 3(c). (a) Effect of frontal oxygen shifts
(�z(O-Fe)2 variable) while the interstitial oxygen is kept fixed at a dis-
tance �z(O-Fe)2 = 2.53aB from the FM surface. (b) Effect of frontal
oxygen shifts (�z(O-Fe)2 variable) while the interstitial oxygen is kept
fixed at a distance �z(O-Fe)2 = 1.96aB from the FM surface. The
initial interplanar distance of the frontal oxygen atoms is �z(O-Fe)2 =
6.94aB in both (a) and (b).
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FIG. 5. (a) Energetic cost of shifting interstitial and frontal oxygen atoms in the mixed interface setup displayed in Fig. 3(c). The starting
positions are �z(O-Fe)1 = 2.53aB for the interstitial oxygen atom and �z(O-Fe)2 = 6.94aB for the frontal oxygen atoms [i.e., the setup of Fig. 3(a)].
(b) MCAE at different frontal oxygen positions �z(O-Fe)2 represented in Fig. 3(d). The starting positions are �z(O-Fe)1 = −0.08aB for the
interstitial oxygen atom and �z(O-Fe)2 = 6.94aB for the frontal oxygen atoms [i.e., the setup of Fig. 3(c)]. Positive values on the y axis indicate
that the system has IP magnetic anisotropy.

respect to the Fe atoms, seems to be strongly favored. After
having determined the optimal configurations for the different
unit cells, we include spin-orbit coupling to compute their
magnetic anisotropy energy. In this case we focus specifically
on the Fe/HfO2 interface. By observing Fig. 2 we notice
how the more stable frontally aligned oxygen setup [structure
(IV) of Fig. 1] displays IP magnetic anisotropy [Fig. 2(a)],
whereas an interstitial oxygen configuration [structure (III) of
Fig. 1] yields PMA [Fig. 2(d)]. At this point, we introduce
vertical ionic displacements (with respect to equilibrium con-
figurations) on the interfacial oxygen atoms and recalculate
the magnetic anisotropy. For simplicity, in all this analysis
the Hf atoms are kept fixed. We notice that, by shifting the
frontal oxygen atom in order to reduce the O-Fe distance by
≈2aB, we are able to achieve PMA [Fig. 2(b)]. As a side
note, we remark how shifting the interstitial oxygen atom of
structure (III) in Fig. 1 has the effect of recovering IP magnetic
anisotropy [Fig. 2(e)].

B. Mixed Fe/HfO2 interface

The application of a gate voltage is known to cause the
oxidation of the FM surface. We model this effect by de-
signing an Fe/HfO2 unit cell displaying both interstitial and
frontal oxygen alignment at the interface [see Fig. 3(c)]. By
analyzing the effect on the magnetic anisotropy of different
oxygen species mobility, we can get some hints on the mi-
croscopic mechanism governing magneto-ionic regimes in an
experimental, more disordered scenario. As can be seen in
Fig. 3(a), the relaxed structure with both frontal and interstitial
oxygen displays OOP magnetic anisotropy. If we shift the
frontal oxygens (while keeping the interstitial species still) by
a nominal distance of 1.16aB, we notice little effect on mag-
netic anisotropy [Figs. 3(b) and 4(a)]. If, on the other hand, we
shift the interstitial oxygen atom 1.96aB from the FM surface,
we notice how the MCAE becomes sensitive to frontal oxygen
shifts and displays switching for a frontal shift of 0.74aB

[Fig. 4(b)]. Despite having checked the effect of oxygen shifts
on anisotropy manipulation in this mixed surface setup, we
expect the ionic mobility behavior of these two oxygen
species to be different given their different environment. By
observing Fig. 5(a), we can see that the energy cost of a
frontal shift is lower than the energy cost of an interstitial shift,
in accordance with our expectations. The energy costs are
obtained by comparing the energy of identical unit cells that
differ only by the position of the frontal/interstitial oxygen
atom [37]. We point out how the disruption of PMA can also
be obtained by only pushing the interstitial oxygens deeper
in the ferromagnetic layer [Fig. 5(c)] [24]. From Fig. 5(c) we
can however observe that once PMA is destroyed by this type
of oxygen incorporation, it cannot be restored by moving the
frontal oxygen atoms closer to the surface. This observation is
also in agreement with the experiments [17], where samples
that were exposed to a negative gate voltage for long times (for
a reference of the field direction, see Fig. 6) did not display
any reversibility of the voltage-induced SRT.

IV. DISCUSSION

Considering the results presented above, we propose the
following hypothesis for the appearance of different magneto-
ionic regimes in Ta/HfO2/CoFeB. We once more highlight
how we are assuming that the SRT caused by magneto-
ionic effects in these systems is largely due to the MCAE
changes (i.e., the part of magnetic anisotropy due to spin-
orbit coupling [33]). We do not discuss the effects of shape
anisotropy in the present study as oxygen migration effects
are expected to cause the most significant changes to magnetic
anisotropy via the hybridization and SOC effects described in
Sec. II B [33]. As can be seen from Figs. 2(a) and 1, the pure
Fe/HfO2 surface with frontally aligned oxygens appears to
be both the more stable structure and the one displaying IP
magnetic anisotropy [Fig. 6(a)]. This is in accordance with
the experimental observation, where samples in the as-grown
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FIG. 6. Hypothesis for the mechanism governing the different magneto-ionic regimes in CoFeB/HfO2 multilayers. (a) Ground state of the
system. (b) Irreversible magnetization switching via interstitial sites occupied by migrating oxygen species. (c) Reversible magnetization
switching via frontal oxygen shifts. The bottom cartoon in all three panels represents the magnetization direction and the switching
process.

form displayed IP magnetic anisotropy [17]. As observed in
Ref. [17], the application of a negative gate voltage across
Ta/CoFeB/HfO2 results in an irreversible SRT from IPA to
PMA caused by the diffusion of oxygen species towards the
CoFeB layer. We model this irreversible switching with the
relaxed Fe/HfO2 surface with both frontal and interstitial
oxygens [Fig. 3(c)]. We hypothesize that in this first regime
the frontal oxygen atoms are too far away to contribute to the
anisotropy manipulation [Fig. 3(b)]. In contrast, the oxygens
diffusing towards the surface and occupying the interstitial
sites have a strong impact on the anisotropy of the system and
induce PMA [Fig. 3(a)]. We therefore suggest that the initial
irreversible anisotropy change in Ta/CoFeB/HfO2 could be
due to the irreversible occupation of the interstitial interface
sites [Fig. 6(b)]. Once PMA is achieved, experimental ob-
servation [17] shows that the application of the gate voltage
beyond the PMA state has the effect of pushing the magnetic
anisotropy easy axis in plane, albeit in a reversible way. Our
results suggest that this switch to a reversible behavior beyond
PMA could be explained by the following: The continued
application of the gate voltage has the effect of mobilizing
frontal and interstitial oxygen species. As can be seen on
Fig. 3(b), the MCAE is not sensitive to the frontal oxygen
shifts at first. If, on the other hand, we shift the interstitial
oxygen closer to the Fe surface by 0.57aB, we notice how the
MCAE becomes sensitive to the shift of the frontal oxygen
atoms and can be switched [Fig. 4(b)]. Furthermore, from
Fig. 5(a), we know that mobilizing the interstitial oxygen
atoms is more difficult than mobilizing the frontal ones: This
could be to due the stronger bonding of the interstitial oxy-
gen species with the superficial Fe atoms. This observation
suggests that the reversibility of the anisotropy switching be-
yond the initial PMA could be largely attributed to frontal
oxygen shifts [Fig. 6(c)]. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the transition
PMA → IPA can also be achieved by shifting the interstitial
oxygens deeper inside the ferromagnetic layer. We do not
attribute the reversible manipulation of anisotropy beyond

the initial PMA to these oxygen species because, once the
anisotropy is shifted in plane by means of the interstitial
oxygen species being pushed deeper in the sample, it is im-
possible to manipulate the magnetic anisotropy of the system
by shifting the frontal oxygen species closer to the Fe surface
[as displayed in Fig. 5(c)].

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we performed an ab initio analysis of the
interplay between oxygen ionic mobility and anisotropy
manipulation in two FM/oxide interfaces in order to formu-
late a hypothesis for the appearance of magneto-ionic regimes
in Ta/CoFeB/HfO2 stacks [17]. We found out that the dif-
ferent nature of the oxide at the interface plays an important
role in determining the optimal interfacial oxygen geometry.
In particular, we discovered how the pure Fe/HfO2 inter-
face displays a preferential frontal oxygen alignment which
corresponds to an IP magnetic anisotropy. We observed how
frontal oxygen mobility can induce PMA [4]. The inclusion of
oxygen species in additional interstitial sites was investigated
in order to determine their role in the appearance of magneto-
ionic regimes [17]. We have shown how in these so-called
mixed surfaces, the ionic mobility of frontal oxygen species
is energetically more favorable than the mobility of intersti-
tial ones. We have also shown how the interplay of mobility
between these two different oxygen species can change the
magnetic anisotropy of the sample. We conclude that the irre-
versibility of the transition between IPA (underoxidized) and
PMA (optimally oxidized) could be mainly due to the interac-
tion of the interstitial oxygen of the mixed surface and that the
reversibility of the second regime is due to the mobility of the
frontal oxygen species of the pure and mixed surface (Fig. 6).
We point out how the Ta/CoFeB/HfO2 multilayer in Ref. [17]
is composed by amorphous materials that do not display the
ordered structure of our unit cells. In spite of this difference,
we find qualitative agreement between our results and the
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ones reported in Ref. [17] and are therefore led to believe
that anisotropy manipulation in these kinds of systems may be
a consequence of relative FM/oxygen positioning localized
at the interface. To further probe the validity of the hypoth-
esis, one could analyze the relative range of magneto-ionic
regimes in Ta/CoFeB/HfO2 samples with different degrees of
atmospheric oxygen interaction. We predict that the extreme
case where there has been little to no exposure to atmospheric
oxygen should result in a purely reversible system. In ad-
dition, a comparison between crystalline and polycrystalline
structures could provide hints on the role played by the amor-
phous nature of the materials. Understanding in closer detail
the interplay between ionic mobility and magnetic property
tuning could prove very useful for the optimization of highly

energy efficient read/write mechanisms for next-generation
memory storage devices.
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